Classified Advertising

NOTICE

Respondents to advertisers offering faculty "rank" and "status" are advised that these terms are ambiguous and should inquire as to benefits involved.

All advertisements submitted by institutions offering positions must include a salary range. The range should provide the applicant with an indication of the salary the institution is willing to provide for the position offered. All advertisements for the Positions Wanted and the Positions Open classifications will be edited to exclude direct or indirect references to race, creed, color, age, and sex as conditions of employment.

POSITIONS WANTED

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS/MANUSCRIPTS/RARE BOOKS. Seeking responsible administrative position in forward-looking college/university, or other repository, where the need for enlightened and modern preservation measures and managerial techniques has been recognized, and the commitment made to implement them. BA, MA; English; MA. Library Science, University of Chicago. Law school. Continuing education in conservation of research library materials. 7 years' experience. Currently employed by major Eastern small university. Write Box 834, CRL, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago, IL 60611.

LIBRARIAN: (Associate) director/department head/reference, (community) college/university/research/special/publisher. MLS (ALA); MA (Religion). Experience (12 years): (now) director/teacher (library technology) community college library; head, university acquisitions; social sciences/documents reference; accountant (4 years).

How much can a subscription agency save your library?

Consider how long it takes to order one subscription, how much it costs to process one invoice for payment and send one check. Estimates run from $10.00 to $18.00 for each order. Multiply by the number of subscriptions your library orders, and see how much you'll save by sending one order and one check for all your periodicals to F. W. Faxon Co.

Send for our free descriptive brochure and annual Librarians' Guide listing more than 50,000 domestic and foreign periodicals.

Library business is our only business—since 1886.

F. W. FAXON CO., INC.
15 Southwest Park
Westwood, Mass. 02090
Telephone: (800) 225-7884 (Toll Free)

Seeks herculean innovative challenge/alive associates. Write Box 835, CRL, News, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago, IL 60611.

LIBRARIAN-SOCIAL SCIENTIST, MLS, Ph.D., Bibliography and reference, English, Russian, German, Czech, Teaching/research/library experience. F. P. Kosti, R.D., 2 Box 246, Atlatom, NY 12009.

LIBRARIAN, MLS—1972 and MS in audiovisual—1973; BA languages and art history, read four languages, Spanish-fluent in both speaking and writing. Widely traveled through Europe and USA. Would like college or university position. Available immediately. Write P.O. Box 57, Cape Girardeau, MO 63701.

POSITIONS OPEN

ASSISTANT HEAD, Department of rare books and special collections. Responsible for continuous series of exhibitions and for organizing nonbook materials. Takes part in bibliographic searching, reference work, and special projects. Aids in the selection of new materials. MLS, graduate degree in the humanities. Reading knowledge of Latin, French, and German. 5 years of progressively advanced professional library experience; at least 2 in rare book field. Salary range $10,000-$11,000. Write Doris H. Ather, Asst. for Pers. and Staff Development, Univ. of Michigan Library, Ann Arbor, MI 48104. A nondiscriminatory, affirmative action employer.

ASSISTANT TO HEAD LIBRARIAN to participate in planning and coordinating all library services, media collections and library construction. MLS with training and/or experience in audiovisual materials required. Experience rank. Nine-month contract with salary not less than $1,000 per month. Additional summer employment may be possible. An equal opportunity employer. Apply with resume to G. W. Sloan, Head Lib., Lane Library, Armstrong State College, Savannah, GA 31406.

CATALOGING

CATALOGERS (2) for Brown University Library. (1) Catalog monographs using LC classification in religious studies and other material according to library needs. MLS, working knowledge of Latin, French and German desirable. (2) Catalog monographs in humanities. MLS, working knowledge of modern foreign language. Salary range $9,500-$9,500. Write, with resume, to David A. Jonkh, Lib. and Dir., of Js, Brown University Library, Box A, Providence, RI 02912. An equal opportunity employer.

SENIOR CATALOGER. Original cataloging of monographs, microforms, possibly some reclassification, in department of 8 professionals and 17 nonprofessionals responsible for 35,000 volumes per year. Now planning for entrance into the regional network, SOLINET. Education: degree from ALA-accredited library school. Subject master's desirable. One or more modern European languages, Spanish or Italian preferred. Art or science background needed. Experience: 2 years' successful cataloging with LC classification. Benefits: 22 days vacation + usual holidays, social security, TIAA, full faculty status, paid life and major medical insurance, a salary range $10,000-$11,000. The university, a state-supported institution 175 years old, has enrollment of over 10,000, faculty of nearly 900, and library system of over 1,000,000 volumes. Louisville, Kentucky's largest city, is located on the beautiful Ohio River, is a friendly community with many cultural interests. Apply to Ruth G. Field, Asst. for Pers. and Staff Development, Univ. of Louisville Library, Louisville, KY 40208.

MULTIPLE

SERIALS LIBRARIAN. An unusual opportunity for a qualified serials librarian to organize and develop a new department in an academic library. MLS or comparable academic degree must be capable of heading an expanding department with aspirations toward automation of serials records.EDUCATION & PSYCHOLOGY REFERENCE LIBRARIAN. Head of Education and Psychology Reference Department consisting of two other professionals + support staffing. Must have some

Multiple
A new tool to help you build and manage science journal collections

If you are in charge of any general or special collection of science journals, the Journal Citation Reports can play a valuable part in making your collection more useful to the reader and more manageable for you. JCR™ can help you

... prove the relative usefulness of each journal in your collection

... select the most used journals in any scientific discipline

... identify lesser known journals of proven value in a given field

... accurately judge how long scientists find a particular journal's issues useful

... identify journals from other disciplines which are related to your readers' primary journal interests

This new service provides carefully selected statistical evidence to help you judge the usefulness of individual journals and the effects of time on the value of published journal articles. It will help you to better understand the patterns of relationships between journals and ways scientists use, read and refer to them.

Once you've gotten the full story on JCR you'll see quickly how you can use it to determine the optimum makeup of special and general journal collections as well as the size of journal back files. You'll see how you can use it in managing subscription budgets, in developing journal circulation and photocopying policies and in a myriad of individual ways you can tailor to your own interests and needs.

To obtain the full story on the many uses of JCR and complete pricing information, please use the coupon below.
SOURCE MATERIALS relating to the STRUGGLE FOR AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE. Those pamphlets, books, letters, diaries, and other documents that are most often listed in bibliographies of original source material for the American Revolution are now available for immediate delivery on 4 x 6 microfiche. 196 titles. $1190.00.

Selected by Dr. North Callahan of New York University Graduate School of Arts and Science, Department of History, these titles include such outstanding items as: Lafayette’s Memoirs; Justin Winsor’s bibliography, The Reader’s Handbook of the American Revolution; Elizabeth Fries Ellet’s biography, The Women of the American Revolution; Henry B. Carington’s historical and critical military accounts of Battles of the American Revolution; Memoirs of Aaron Burr; William Thomas Roberts Saffell’s Records of the Revolutionary War: containing the military and financial correspondence of distinguished officers; Journals of the Continental Congress; The Diplomatic Correspondence of the American Revolution from the Dept. of State. Write for a complete list of titles.

Microcard Editions
An Indian Head Company
A Division of Information Handling Services

TO: Microcard Editions, 901 26th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20037

☐ I wish to order AMERICAN REVOLUTION source materials at $1190 on 4x6 microfiche
☐ positive  ☐ negative.

☐ Please send a complete list of titles for AMERICAN REVOLUTION.

☐ Please send information on other publications on American History.

☐ Send me your catalog  ☐ Put me on your mailing list.

NAME

_____________________________________________________________________

TITLE

_____________________________________________________________________

INSTITUTION

_____________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS

_____________________________________________________________________
BOOK REVIEW INDEX

• ISSUED PROMPTLY ON A BIMONTHLY SCHEDULE
• INDEXES ALL REVIEWS IN OVER 230 PERIODICALS


BRI entries give all the information needed to locate current reviews: author's name, title of book, reviewing publication, and date and page of review. Indexed each year are over 70,000 reviews of more than 35,000 books.

Bimonthly issues of BRI covering 1973 are appearing shortly after the period covered so that subscribers will have information on reviews of books at the vital time they are being considered for purchase by libraries and being discussed by the reading public. To facilitate fast reference, every second issue cumulates the preceding issue.

ANNUAL CUMULATIONS
The clothbound cumulation of the periodical issues covering 1972 will be ready in late 1973; annual cumulations for 1973 and later will appear shortly after the close of the year covered. In preparation are volumes covering 1971, 1970, and 1969—the years that BRI was suspended. (Cumulations for 1965, 1966, 1967, and 1968 are all available for immediate shipment.)

Choice: "A basic reference tool which belongs in all libraries."

Booklist: "No other indexing service offers the diversity of Book Review Index. It is recommended for all libraries."

College and Research Libraries: "The great number of periodicals indexed and the inclusion of books reviewed only once make this a practical, useful tool."

SAMPLE ENTRIES

SARTRE, Jean-Paul - Politics And Literature / TLS - My 4 '73 - p502
SARVIS, Betty - The Abortion Controversy / CC - v90 - My 2 '73 - p514
SASEK, Miroslav - This Is New York / Inst - v82 - My '73 - p77
SASEK, Miroslav - This Is New York / NYTBR, pt. 2 - My 6 '73 - p26
SASEK, Miroslav - This Is San Francisco / NYTBR, pt. 2 - My 6 '73 - p26
SASEK, Miroslav - This Is Washington, D.C. / BW (WP), pt. 2 - v7
My 13 '73 - p7
SASEK, Miroslav - This Is Washington, D.C. / NYTBR, pt. 2 - My 6 '73 - p26
SASO, Michael R - Taoism And The Rite Of Cosmic Renewal / JAS - v32 - F '73 - p311
SATER, William F - The Heroic Image In Chile / LJ - v98 - Je 1 '73 - p1816
SATO, Koji - The Zen Life / TLS - My 18 '73 - p559
SATTLER, Helen Roney - Holiday Gifts, Favors, And Decorations That You Can Make / Inst - v82 - My '73 - p78
SATTLER, Helen Roney - Sock Craft / LJ - v98 - My 15 '73 - p1684
SAUERLANDER, Willibald - Gothic Sculpture In France 1140-1270 / TLS - Ap 13 '73 - p140
SAVAGE, Arthur W - How To Analyze The Short Story / EJ - v62
Ap '73 - p640

Periodical Issues
1974 subscription .................. $45
(six bimonthly issues)

Annual Cumulations
In Preparation

Annual Cumulations
In Print

All periodical issues and bound volumes sent on 30-day approval. Advance orders have the same no-obligation return privilege.